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THE INTERTEMORAL COST OF LIViNG !NDEX
irk'RoBIR[A. PO1.IAK*
Thi.s paper extends the ilieorr of he Cost of liiin'e index from its traduwnal one period Jrwneo ark to a
nuiltiperiod setting. it diusse.s both the coniplett' intertrniporal index and one period suhindexes. It ol.o,
considers he inipli ations of both ''noire'' and ''rational'' habit formation /or (itt tOflSirUCtiOn aj tht't'
indexes.
in this paper I extend the theory of the cost of living index from its traditional one
period framework to a multiperiod setting. Since we live in a multiperiod world.
it might be argued that this is the only appropriate theoretical framework within
which to evaluate any calculated index. At the very least, exploring the relationship
between the traditional one period index and the intertemporal model may give
us some insight into the proper construction and interpretationof the one period
index in a multiperiod world. This is especially important in the case of those
problems which arise in constructing a cost of living index which do not make sense
in a one period modelfor example, the treatment of interest rates. An intelligible
discussion of such problems requires an explicitly interternporal framework.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section I, I define the complete "inter-
temporal cost of living index." There are two versions of this index, one based on
"futures" prices, and the other on "spot" prices and interest rates. The intertem-
poral cost of living index is a straightforward extension of the traditionaltheory
from its familiar one period setting to an intertemporal one.
In Section 2, I discuss the construction of one period cost of living indexesin
a multiperiod world. Since the complete intertemporal costof living index compares
alternative vectors of future prices (or, equivalently, alternative vectors of spot
prices and interest rates), a theoretical rationale for comparingalternative one
period price vectors must be based ott a theory of "subindexes."Section 2 sum-
tnarizes the theory of subindexesdeveloped in Pollak [1973b] and applies it to the
construction of one period indexes. If the intertemporal prelérenceordering is
separable by periods, the "partial" cost of living index is definedin the "natural"
way on the basis of a one period preferenceordering. Without separability, we
can only define "conditional" subindexes.which are based on the conditional
preference ordering over the goods in a period when thelevels of consumption of
all goods in all other periods are fixed at predeterminedlevels.
In Section 3, 1 discuss the implications of habitformation for the construc-
tion of the complete intertemporal cost of living indexand for one period sub-
indexes. The usual discussion of habit formation beginswith a short run utility
function some of whose parameters depend on pastconsumption. If we specify
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179the consumption leelsof all goods in the previousperiod, we can constructa One period cost of living indexon the basis of the preference orderingimplied by the
specified Consumption hiStoly.I distinguish between "naivehabit formatio,'i;' in which an individualdoes not recognize the impact ofhis presentconsumpi ion on his future tastes, and "rational habitformation,'' in which he does.Naive habit formation cannot be integratedinto an intertemporal allocationmodel, and, therefore, does not leadto a comple:e interternporajcost of living index. Rational
habit formation impliesa non-separable interternporaj utility linctionwhich can serve as a base for an intertemporalcost of living index. But becausethe inter- temporal preference ordering isnot separable by periods, theone period subindex must be a conditional rather thana partial index.
Section 4 summarizes theresults of the previous sectionsand uses them to discuss the treatment ofinterest rates in the cost of livingindex.
TiiFINTFRTLMPORAIINDIX
A cost of living indexis the ratio of theexpenditures required to attaina particular indifferencecurve under two price regimes.Let E(P. s) denote the minimum expenditurerequired to attain the indifferencecurve s of the preference ordering, R; thecost of living index, J(p',phs, R), is defined by
E(P1, s !(P"ph
,R)=
The notationemphasizes that the indexdepends not onlyon the comparison prices P. and the referenceprices,ph,but also on the choiceof a base indifference curve, s, from that map.
Strictly speaking, theindex depends onlyon the comparison prices,the reference prices, and thebase indifferencecurve. No other indifferencecurve from the base preferenceordering playsa role in constructing the index.Nevertheless, it is useful andrealistic to imagine that thebase curve is selectedby a two-stage procedure: first, a basemap is chosen, and thena curve is selected from thatmap. Treating the basecurve as part of an indifferencemap focuses attentionon the sensitivity of the indexto the choice ofone base curve rather thananother. It is well known that the indexis independent of thechoice of the basecurve if and only if the map is homotheticto the origin; see Pollak[197l] fora discussion of the dependenceofthe index on the choiceofthe base curve innon-homothetic cases. The traditionalcostofliving index is definedin precisely thisway. We let x denote the individual'sconsumption of the ithgood: if there area goods, the corresponding consumptionvector is given by (x1......v,j. The individual's preference ordering, R, isdefined over theseu dimensionalconsumption vectors, and the referenceand comparison pricevectors, P' and P",are a dimensional vectors of goods prices.
In the intertemporalcontext, it is useful tointroduce a "doublesubscript" notation for commoditiesand prices. We letx1, denote consumptionof the i-th good in period t, X,the vector ofconsumption in perioda', X =(x1 ,,...,,) and X theintertemporal coilsumptionvector, X =(X1
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XT)(x1 ,...,xflT).L
"Lifetime consumption paths' are vectors ofdimension nT and R denotes a
preference ordering over lifetime consumption paths:I shalt assume that R can
be represented by an "intertemporal utilityfunction," 11(X).
We now turn to prices. There are two interpretationsof "price" in the inter-
temporal model, one based on "futures prices" and theother on "spot prices and
interest rates," or "spot prices" for short. In the futuresmarkets interpretation,
, denotesthe amount which must be paid now, atthe beginning of period I,
for a contract promising to deliver one unit of good i inperiod t. We let P1 and P
denote the vectors of futures prices corresponding toX1 and X. The total "cost"
of the lifetime consumption plan X = (x1, tnT) is given by
All market transactions are required to takeace at the beginningof peiiod I,
and no markets are open thereafter.
The "spot price" interpretation gives a differentgloss to the same model.
Instead of futures markets, we assume perfectforesight and let p1 denote the "spot"
price of x11: that is. P, is the amount which mustbe paid in period t for the delivery
of one unit of good i in period t. We also assumeperfect capital markets, so that
individuals can borrow or lend without limit at themarket rate of interest, and we
let r1 denote the interest rate connectingperiod t with period+ 1. There is no
period 0, but by convention we let r0 = 0. Thepresent value of the iife-tinie con-
sumption path X is given by
:: ( lr.)
The formal identity of the perfectforesight model and the futures marketmodel
becomes apparent when we define "presentvalue prices,"
l_-t
= Pifl
In terms of present value prices, the presentvalue of the lifetime consumption
path is ziven by
:
t=1=1
Radner [1970] summarizes bothinterpretations of the intertemporal allocation
model in his review of "Arrow-Debreutheory," emphasizing that in the spot as
well as the futures version, "agentshave the access to the complete systemof
prices when choosing their plans."The spot version should not beconfused with
substantively more complex models involving sequencesof markets.
The "futures price intertemporal costof living index," i(P,
h,s, R), is
defined by
E(P',$) j(pa pbs, R) =E(Pb. s)
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Swhere E(P, .$) denotes theexpenditure function corresponding to theintertemporaj preference ordering R and P" andP' denote comparison and relrencevectors of futures prices, respectively.This index like any cost of livingindex, is the ratio of
the expenditure requiredto attain a particular indifferencecurve of a particular
preference ordering undertwo price regimes.t differs from the traditionalone period cost of living index inthat: (a) the preference orderingon which the com- parison ish'dis an intertemporalone which orders lifetimeconsumptioti paths; the traditionacost of living index is basedon a one period preference
ordering which ordersconsumption patterns for a single periodand (b) the two price regimes beingcompared in the intertemporal indexare intertemporal price regimes: the traditionalcost of living index compares alternativeprice regimes for a single period. From a formalstandpoint, the interemporal indexappropriate to a world with 4 goods and 3periods is indistinguishable froma one period index fora world with2 goods; hence, all of thetheorems of the traditionaltheory hold for the futures priceintertemporal index. Froma less formal standpoint, it might
appear that the one period index isrelevant only for an individualwho knows that he will die before thebeginning of the next period,and that the intertemporal index is the appropriiteindex for anyone whoexpects to live into the next period. In Section 2 Iargue that there are analogues of theone period index whichare useful, interesting and welldefined in the intertemporalcontext under less morbid assumptions.
The "spot priceintertemporal cost of living index,"I(P", r,ph,rt', s, R), is defined by
E(P', .$) /(p", .ap' i", s,R) =
E(P5,rh,s)
where E(P, r, s) denotesthe minimum valueof
required to attain theindifference curves of the intertemportl utilityilinction. The difference betweenthe 'spot" and the"futures price" versionsof the inter- temporal cost of living indexis one of notationrather than ofsubstance. The "spot" version explicitlyidentifies the role ofinterest rates, while theirrole remains implicit in the "futuresprice" version.
The effect ofa change in an interestrate on the intertemporalcost of living index is easy to analyze.Consider an increaseinr:such an increase willdecrease the present valueprice of every good inevery period after period1:hence, an increase incauses the intertemporal indexto decline'
It is well known thatthe ArrowDebreutheory can be reinterpretedto allow for uncertainty aboutthe environment bytreating the x'sas "contingent corn- niodities." (Sec Radner [1970]for a summaryand references.) AlthoughIshall
Thisdoes not imply thate%ery individual is better off withhigher inicrest rates, Thecost oftiving index measures ihe effectof changes in pricesand interest rateson the present cost of attaininga particular indifferencescurve but it Ignores their effectson an individual's networth
182not elaborate the details here. it is clear that the "contingent commodity" inter-
pretation leads directly to a theory of the cost of living index tinder uncertainty.
2. SUH1NI)IxI:s
The traditional theory of the cost of living index provides a rationale for
constructing complete indexes, that is, for constructing one period indexes ina
one period world, or, what is formally the same thing, for constructing F period
indexes in a T period world; but it offers no guidance for constructingone period
indexes in a multiperiod world. We need a theory of "subindexes" of the cost of
living index to provide a theoretical rationale for comparing alternativeone
period price vectors in a multiperiod setting. In this section,I summari7e the
theory of subindexes developed in Pollak [1973b] and apply it to the construction
of one period subindexes.
Although we are interested in applying the theory of subindexes to the
construction of one period indexes in a multiperiod setting, I state the formal
definitions in more general terms. In Poliak [l973b], I argue that the theory of
subindexes is relevant to the construction of indexes for particulargroups of
goods, such as "clothing,' "footwear," or "men's shoes": to the construction of
indexes which ignore the labor-leisure choice and deal only with goods and
services; to indexes which ignore the environment, or goods provided bygovern-
ments; and, of course, to the construction of one period indexes in a niultiperiod
setting,
To construct any subindex we must specify the two price regimes to be
compared, the base preference ordering, and the base indifference curve. Typically,
we begin with the two price vectors we wish to compare, and the problem is to
select an appropriate base preference ordering, and, from it, a base indifference
curve. II' the complete utility function is separable, then itis natural to construct
a subindex on the basis of a "specific" utility function. We call a subindex based
on a specific or "category" utility function a "partial cost of living index." If we are
interested in comparing two vectors of clothing prices, the meaning of this assertion
is straightforward; if we want to compare alternative one period spot price vectors
in a multiperiod world, its meaning requires careful interpretation. The most
plausible interpretation is the following: we wish to compare two n dimensional
vectors of spot prices, P, and Ps,; these vectors may correspond to actual spot
prices in two periods (for example, this period and the previous period), but they
may equally well represent hypothetical vectors of spot prices for the same period
generated by alternative public policy measures or by alternative assumptions
about the behaviour of some exogenous variables such as the weather. The inter-
pretation of the two price regimes as representing hypothetical prices for the same
period provides the best starting point for considering one period subindexes,
since some special problems which arise when we compare this period's spot
prices with last period's spot prices are absent in hypothetical comparisons.
lithe intertemporal utility function is separable by periods, then the one
period utility functions are the "specific" utility functions on which a subindex
might be constructed. To focus on the problem of choosing art appropriate one
period preference ordering, consider an individual whose one period preference
183orderings vary in a definite and predictablepattern over his life cycle, so that his
marginal rate of substitution of baby food for foreignvacations is predictably
different depending on whether the calculation isbased on his one period pref-
erences corresponding to age 20, 25 or 50. The construction ofa subindex to
compare two alternative hypothetical spot price vectors, P and P', clearlyrequires
the selection of a baseone period preference ordering, just as the construction of
the traditional thdex tocompare two price vectors requires the selection ofa base
preference ordering The construction ofa subindex to compare this period s spot
prices with last period'sspot prices is essentially the same as the construction of
a subindex to compare to hypotheticalspot price vectors; there is no presumption
in either case that the appropriateone period preference ordering must be the one
corresponding to either this period'sor last period's tastes.2
We first define the relevant notion ofseparability.
Definition: Suppose that thegoods are partitioned into two subsets, (1 and U,
denote the vectors of goods in (1 and Uby X0 and X, respectively.3 Ve say that
the goods in 0 are separable from thosein U if the utility function can be writtenas
U(X)- U(XØ. X) = V[I"(X), X].
We call V°(X0) the "category utilityfunction" and denote the corresponding
preference ordering byR0.
When we speak ofa preferenceordering or a utility function as "separable,"
we refer to this non-symmetric form of separabilityrather than the more familiar
notion of "weak separability" If theutility function is "weakly separable,"
U(X) = V[V'(X) Vm(\)1
then the goods in any categoryare separable from the remaining goods. But the
assumption that the goods in (Iare separable from those inis less restritive than
weak separability, since separabilitydoes not require the goods in Uor its subsets
to be separable from those in 0. The earliestpapers on separability, Leontief[ I 947a1,
{1947bJ, and Sono [1961] emphasizedthis non-symmetric form ofseparability.
but later work suchas Strotz [1957] and Goldman and tJzawa [1964]emphasized
symmetric versions. The non-symmetricversion is now undergoinga renaissance
as "recursive separability" A goodsummary and references can be found in
Blackorby. Primont and Russell [1974].
Definition: Suppose that the goodsare partitioned into two subsets, (1 and U.
and that the goods in 0are separable from those in U. The partialexpenditure
function for category 0, E(PØ.s9), is defined b'
E°(P0,s0)= minp,,xk
subject to V°(X0)= s0 where V5(X) is the category utility functionand s0 denotes
an indifference curve of VG(XO).
2 TheSituation is similar in Internationalprice comparisons, where there isno presumption that the appropriate preference orderingon which to base a comparison of Japaneseand French prices must be either Japanese or French tastes; indeed,if the U.S. government is tryingto set cost of living dif- ferentials for its diplomats in Paris andTokso. It would be appropriate
to base the comparison on ii S tastes
Hereafter "goods" or "conimodiiies" siIlbe used interchangeablyto refer to the arguments of the complete utility function; theintertemporal model ins OiVCS itT "goods".
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SThat is, the partial expenditure function shows the minimumexpenditure
required to attain the indifference curve s of the category utility function V°(X0).
We now define the "partial cost of living index."
DeJ-inition:Suppose that the goods are partitioned into two subsets, I) and 0,
and that the goods in 0 are separable from those in U. Thepartial cost olIiring
index for category 0, I0(P, P, s6, R0), is defined by
I°(P, P, s0, R°)
E°(P, s0)
E8(P. s0)
The partial cost of living index differs from the complete index in that: (a)
the preference ordering on which the comparison is based is a category preference
ordering rather than the complete preference ordering, and (b) the two price
regimes being compared are partial price regimes and, hence, are represented by
price vectors of lower dimensionality than the complete price vector. If preferences
are separable, then the partial index is a "natural" subindex. Its principal limita-
tion is that it is defined only when preferences arc separable.
The subscript 0 in the comparison and reference price vectors is somewhat
misleading. The base preference ordering is identified by R°, and .s0 denotes an
indifference curve from that preference ordering. The comparison and reference
price vectors, P and P, must be dimensionally consistent with R. That is. if (1
identifies "food" and there are 7 goods in the food category, the reference and
comparison price vectors must each have 7 elements. If P, and P, are any two
vectors dimensionally consistent with R, then we can calculate the cost of living
index I(P, P,s,R). We interpret the index by treating P, and P as if they
were alternative vectors of "food" prices. That is, we treat the comparisons
between P and P as one between P and P where P = P, and P = P. In
the "food" context, this is of no importance whatever; even if there happen to he
the same number of clothing goods as food goods. no one would form an index
to compare a vector of food prices with a vector of clothing prices. But in the
intertemporal context, the most natural comparison is between vectors of spot
prices corresponding to different periods.4
If the intertemporal utility function is weakly separable by periods
U(X) = W[V'(K1) vT(Xfl
the partial cost of living index for period 1, P(P', P, s,, Rt), is given by
I'(P,P,s,,R')=::
where P, and P are alternative one period price vectors and E'(P. s1) is the cost
function corresponding to the one period utility function Vt(X1) ands, denotes an
indifference curve of V'(X,). The partial cost of living index for periodis based on
the preference ordering for period t, R', but it can be used to compare price vectors
from any periods. For example. the index l(P', P, .s,, R') compares spot prices
from periodIwith spot prices from period 2 on the basis of the preferences of
It would xrolate no formal rule of analysis to use the partial index to compare vectors of rutures
prices corresponding to different periods. hut the spot price interpretation seems to be a more 'natural'
one for one period subindexes.
185period i. We can 'iew thisas a comparison of two hypothetical vectors of spot
prices from period t, P and I', where P= P and I' =
if the intertemporal utility functionis weakly separable by periods, we can
construct a partial cost of living indexon the basis ot any one ot the 'I one period
utility functionsV I'}. The choice of an appropriate base preference
ordering is not a matter for technical economicanalysis, although Fisher and Shell
11968] argue convincingly that themost interesting base preference ordering is
likely to be the one reflecting thetastes of the current period.
Thus far we have identifIed the indifferencecurve to he attained in the expendi-
ture function and the cost of living index by thevalue of the utility function, s.
in discussing the relationshipbetween subindexes, it is more convenient to specify
the base indifferencecurve by means of a "base" commodity bundle, X°, than by
the value of the utility function. Wewrite the expenditure function as E(P. X°)
and the cost of living indexas I(P", ph, X°, R) instead of E(P, s) and !(P', Pt', s, R).
The notation is slightly sloppy, sincethe same symbol is used to denote expenditure
as a function of the 2n variables (P. .V°) and then + Ivariables (P, s), but the
meaning is unambiguous. En thenew notation, the partial expenditure function
becomes E°(Pa, ;'°j aid the partialcost of living index 1°(P. P. X, R°).
We now define the "conditionalexpenditure function."
Definition Suppose that the goodsare partitioned into two subsets. (1 and tJ,
and let X° = (X, X) be the basecommodity bundle. The conditional expenditure
function for category 0, E°(P0, X°), is givenby
E°(PQ, X°) = p
sub;ect to U(X0, X)= U(X°) and X = X.
That is, the conditional expenditurefunction shows the expenditureon the
goods in (1 required to attain the indifferencecurve of X° when the goods in
are fixed at the levels X. The conditionalexpenditure function is analogousto a
"short run" variable cost function inproduction theory, when the goods in0 and O correspond to variable andfixed inputs, respectively. It is alsoclosely related to
the conditional compensated demandfunctions introduced in Pollak [1969].
Definjijo,,LetO. O be a partition of theset of all goods. The conditional
cost of living index for category 0, Lu(P, P, X°,R), is given by
L°lP, P, X°, R)
EO(PUX0)
The conditional cost of livingindex has all the properties ofatraditional cost of living index. To prove this,we have only to verify that iicorresponds to a "well behaved" preference ordering,namely, the conditionalpreference ordering over X0 given X; the base indifferencecurve is specified by the requirementthat X must satisfy U[X,, X] = U[X.
if the goods in 0are separable from those in 0
LT(X0, Xo) = W[V8(X6)X]
a "well behased" preference ordering wemean one which can be representedby a continuous utility function which is quasi-concave andnondecreasing in Its arguments
186then the conditional expenditure function for the goods in (1 is independent of X.
This follows immediately from the definition of the conditional expenditure
function as the minimum expenditure on the goods in (1 subject to
U(X0, X) = U(X, X)
since this constraint becomes
V(X0 = V°(X)
and is independent of X. Hence, if the goods in (1 arc separable from those in U,
the conditional cost of living index is independent of X.
Conversely, the separable case is the only one in which the conditional cost of
living index is independent of X. That is. the conditional index is independent of
the goods in 0 if and only if the goods in) rae separable from those in 0. Thus.
the separable case is the only one in which the goods in U drop out and playno
role in the conditional cost of living index. Furthermore, if the goods in 0are
separable from those in U. then thc conditional index coinckles with the partial
index. These results are proved in Pollak [l973b].
These theorems summarize the relationships between the partial andcon-
ditional indexes. The partial index embodies our intuitive viewthat in the separable
case we can construct meaningful subindexes on the basis of category utility
functions. The conditional index is an extension of the partial index to the general
case.
in Pollak [l973b] I also define the "generalized conditional cost of living
index," L°(P. P, X, X°, R). This index is based oi the conditional preference
ordering corresponding to X. which, in the intertemporal context, specifies
consumption in "other periods." The base indifference curve is identified by X°.
in the conditional index, X° plays a double role: it identifies the base indifference
curve and it also specifics the levels at which the goods in U are held fixed. In the
generalized conditional index, these roles are separated. If XX, then the
generalized conditional index coincides with the conditional index.
Separability is the crucial simplifying condition for the construction ofone
period indexes, since it allows us to ignore consumption outside the period for
which we are constructing the index. If the period fOr which we are constructing
the index is not separable from the rest, then the conditional index for that period
depends on consumption in other periods, in the absence of this type of separability,
to construct a subindex for period t we must specify a base consumption vector X°
which serves a double function: it identifies the conditional preference ordering
on which the index is based, and it identifies a base indifference curve. The theory
does not dictate the choice of a particular X°, and guidance must be sought from
the problem at hand.
3. HABIT FORMATION
in this section I discuss the implications of habit formation for the construc-
tion of the complete intertemporal cost of living index and for one period sub-
indexes. The usual discussion of habit formation begins with a short run utility
187function some of whose parameters dependon past consumption. Given a specifi-
cation of the levels of consumption of all goods in the previous period, we can use
this preference ordering as a baseon which to construct a one period cost of hying
index. But the dependence of this indexon the specified consumption history does
present a difficulty unless the problem at hand singles out a particular consumption
history as uniquely appropriate. An implication of C. C.von Weizsäcker's analysis
ofhabit formation (von Weizsäckei- 11971]) is thatone can construct a cost of
living index without specifyinga consumption history by basing it on the "long
run utility function." that is, the utility function which rationalizes the long run or
steady state demand functions. I have argued elsewhere (Pollak[1973a]) that
von Weizsäcker's analysis is incorrect : except in rare special cases von Weizsäcker's
long run utility function does not exist, andeven when it does exist, it has no welfare
significance; hence, the "long run utility function" doesnot provide a satisfactory
framework for constructinga costofliving index.sb
Virtually all specifications of habit formationassume that the individual does
not recognize the impact of his present consumptionon his future tastes. This
assumption, coupled with the assumption that total expenditure in each period
is determined exogenously, substantially simplifiesthe analysis of demand be-
havior in each period. But it is difficultto integrate a model of allocation within
a single period based on these assumptions into the intertemporal allocation
framework. I call a specification of habit formation inwhich an individual does
not recognize that his present consumption hasan impact on his future tastes
"naive habit formation." In contrast, "rationalhabit formation" refers to a
specification in which the individual takes fullaccountofthe effect of his current
consumption on his future preferences. Ina model of rational habit formation an
individual maximizes an intertemporal utility function,and this utility function
can serve as the base preference ordering for a complete intertemporalcost of
living index. But because current consumptioninfluences futures tastes, the
intertemporal preference ordering is not separable byperiods, so one period
subindexes must be conditional rather than partial indexes.Naive habit formation,
because it resists incorporation intoa model of intertemporal allocation, does not
provide a satisfactory starting point for constructinga complete intertemporal
cost of living index.
The usual approach to habit formation isto begin with a "short run" utility
function, postulate that some of itsparameters depend on past consumption, and
examine the resulting system of shortrun demand functions. See, for example,
Stone {1966] and Pollak [1970]. Formally, let V(X.;X,) denote a short run
utility function over X,, given the consumption historyXN..In periodthe
individual takes X,_as given and chooses X to maximize V(X: X,_ ) subject
to the budget constraint. 1P,:X,p, where jdenotes total expenditure. Total
expenditure is assumed to be exogenously determinedand the focus of the analysis
is on the determination of the consumptionpattern for a particular period;we
denote the short run demand functions by X1h(P,,X,). This approach
appears somewhat ad hoc when viewed against the models ofintertemporal
allocation discussed in Section1, but this comparison ignores theessentially
empirical orientation of the habit model. The habitmodel is intended to provide
in a very interesting paper, Peter J. Hammond [1974]investigates the existence ola "longrun preference relation" without requiring the relationto be an ordering.
188an empirically useful dynamic generalization of the traditional static model of
utility maximization, and has been reasonably successful inproviding a theoretical
foundation for empirical work.
One can certainly base a cost of living indexon the short run preference
ordering R corresponding to the utility function V(X,: X,). We first define the
expenditure function, L.(P., as the minimum expenditure required to
attain the indifference curveat prices P,, when consumption in the previous
period was equal to X,. In this notation, X and X4are one period consumption
vectors, and E(PX. x;, X) = mm _ subject to V(X X) =
X). We define the cost of living index, I(P, Pt,, X, X°,R), by
-
ihe index compares the cost of attaining the indifference curve ofX2 in the price
situations P, and P.
Since short run preferences depend on past consumption, construction of the
short run index requires us to specify the consumption history to identify the base
preference ordering. The situation is analogous to the role of consumption in
"other periods" in the generalized conditional index. As in thatcase, specification
of an appropriate consumption history mustcome from the problem being
considered.
The short run demand functions of the habit model implya system of long
run or steady state demand functions. Formally, the long run demand functions
are defined as the steady state solutions to the system of short run demand functions:
= h(P, j, Xi). We denote the long run demand functions by X = H(P, i)
C. C. von Wei7säcker [1971] claims that the long run demand functions of the habit
formation model can be rationalized by a utility function,V(X), and argues that
this utility function is an appropriate indicator of welfare. Ifvon Weizsäcker is
correct, then we can use the long run utility function as a base for one periodcost
of living index and avoid the problemof specifying a consumption history. But
we can only do this if the long run utility function exists. In Poliak [1973] 1 show
that von Weizsäcker is incorrect about the existence of the longrun utility function:
the long run demand functions can be rationalized bya utility function only in
very special cases. The demonstration is long and tedious, and I shall not attempt
to summarize it here. I aJso argue in Pollak [1973] that even when the longrun
utility function exists, it has no welfare significance. That is, the long run utility
function is the same type of construct as a community indifferencemap which
rationalizes market demand functions; if it exists, it is a convenient device for
coding all of the information about demand behavior, but this is all. (See Samuel-
son [1956]). In general, market demand functions cannot be rationalized by a
"market utility function." In those special cases when they can be, the utility
function must be scrupulously interpreted in terms of positive economics; it has
no normative or welfare significance.
The question of the welfare interpretation of the long run utility functions
reduces to the following: suppose that there exists a sequence of consumption
bundles which enable an individual to go from an initial consumption situation
to a terminal situation Xin a finite number of steps, feeling that he is better
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roff at each step thanat the one before. Does this imply that he is better offin
terms of his own preferencesat Xthan at X2? To quote from Pollak [1973aj:
"1 interpret an individual'swillingness to move from x to X in a sequence of
small steps when he is unwillingto do so in a single large step as indicative of his
failure to understand the habitformation mechanism, and not of the underlying
superiority of X." Consider, forexample, the process by which a non-eater of
artichokes develops a taste for artichokesby gradually increasing his consumption
of themconsider the same process for cigarettes.This is precisely what von
Weizsäcker has in mind whenhe speaks of long run preferences, but the inter-
pretation of suchsequences in terms of "long run preferences" is misleading. The
relevant notion of preferencemust surely be an intertemporal one, not one which
depends cruciallyon the individual's failure to understand the dynamics of his
own tastes.
One might think that theutility function V*(X5)= V(X; X) would
rationalize the steady state demandfunctions But even when the longrun demand
functions can be rationalizedby a utility function, that utihty functiondoes not
coincide with Vt(X5). In thehabit model, the individual makesa sequence of
short run decisions and alwaystreats his own past consumptionas fixed. Maximi- zation of V*(X5) impliesmaximization with respect to bothcurrent and past
values and hence is not consistentwith the habit model.t
Since neither the longrun utility function nor an approach basedon V5(X) provide a satisfactorycost of living index, the construction ofa one period index
in the habit model requiresthe specification ofa consumption history, and the
resulting index reflects not onlythe prices being compared, butalso the particular
consumption history specified.
The habit model of Pollak[1970] is a modification of thestatic one period
approach of traditional demandtheory. Tastes in each perioddepend on con-
sumption in the previous period,and perhaps also on consumptionin the more
distant past. However, themodel requires that the individualmake current
consumption decisions in a one periodframework without recognizingthat these
decisions will affect his futuretastes. I say that an individual whofails to take account of the impact of hiscurrent consumption on his futuretastes exhibits "naive habit formation,"
In the naive habit model ofPollak [1970] total expendittire in each period is
taken as given. Thereare two ways to embed this model ina more general one
which explains the determinationof total expenditure in eachperiod. The first is to assume that savings decisionsreflect some rule of thumb,rather than maximiza- tion of an intertemporal utilityfunction. This approachprecludes construction of
a complete intertemporal cost of living index,since such an index is basedon an intertemporal utility function. Thesecond way to explain thedetermination of total expenditure in eachperiod is to integrate naivehabit formation intoa model of intertemporal allocation.There are severalways to do this, none of them
Furthermore, the utility function V*(Xt)depends not only on the conditionalpreference ordering over X, given x;, but also on the cardinalproperties of the short run utility functionV( X,: X, -!) used to represent that conditional preferenceordering. For example, the shortun utility functions l/X,; X,,) and V(X,; X,-) + q4X,- i) represent the same conditional preference ordering
over X, given but the utility functions V(X; A'iand V(X X) -f q5(X) implydifferent preference orderings over X..
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Lure within any period except period I, then thenaive habit model is consistent
with an intertemporal utility function of the form
LJ(X) = W[V(X1 X0). X2.....X1; X0].
This implies thut alluLation within period Iis made without reference to the
future: it does not, however, imply that the allocation withinperiod 2 can be made
without reference to the future. If we require that allocation ineach period be
independent of the future, we are led to an intertemporal utilityfunction of the
form
U(X) = W[V(X1, X0), V(X2, X0).....V(XT, X0)].
This implies that the individual behaves as if his current oneperiod preferences
will persist in all future periods. The persistent preferencesolution permits the
construction of a complete inter temporal cst of living index, but theimplied index
is based on an intertemporal preference ordering whichembodies a false and
repeatedly falsified assumption about preferences.
The naive habit model is susceptible to two serious criticisms. First,it does not
deal with the determination of total expenditure in eachperiod, and it cannot
easily be modified to do so in an acceptable way: neither therule of thumb nor the
persistent preference solution is appealing. Second, thenaive model does not
even produce a satisfactory account of theallocation of expenditure within a single
period. The basic assumption of the naive habit modelanassumption carried
over from traditional demandtheoryis that total expenditure can be allocated
among the goods available in each periodwithout considering the future. But an
individual whose current tastes depend on his past consumptionmight be expected
to realize that his future tastes will depend onhis current consumption; and once
he realizes this, his choice of a current consumption patternwill take account of
its impact on his future tastes. The hallmark of naivehabit formation is that the
individual does not allow for the impact of his currentconsumption on his future
tastes.
We now consider a version of habit formation in whichthe individual takes
full account of the impact of current consumption on futurepreferences.7 Consider
the weakly separable intertemporal utility function
(1(X)W[V(X1),..., V(X)].
Now replace each of the one period utility functionsby a 'short run utility func-
tion" which depends on both current consumptionand consumption in the
previous period. This yields
U(X) = W[V(X1, X0), V(X2, X1),..., V(XT, XT_ )]
This intertemporal utility function is the basiafor the model of rational habit
formation. Since the new utility function is notseparable by periods, it is not
correct to call V(X,, X_ ) a "one periodutility function" except in a metaphoric
sense. From the standpoint ofempirical analysis of the allocation of expenditure
Sec' Liuch (1974] br a treatment of consumption patternsand saving behavior in a model of
rational habit formation.
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model than naive habit formationBecause the intertemporal utility function is not
separable, the allocation ofexpenditure within each period cannot be understood
without reference to behaviorin futurcperiods. We can define an intertemporal
cost of living index on the basis of theiiiterternporal utility function but since the
intertemporal preference ordering isnot separable by periods, the appropriate
subindex is the conditional ratherthan the partial cost of living index.8
4. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
In this section 1 summariie thediscussion of the last three sections and develop
its implications for thetreatment of interest rates.
There are twoways in which the theory of the cost of living indexcan be
extended from its traditionalone period framework to yield a complete index ina
multiperiod setting. The first relieson futures prices and yields an index which has
all the properties of thetraditional cost of living index, differing from itonly in
that it is based on the intertemporalpreference ordering and the prices itcompares
are futures prices. The secondassumes perfect foresight and perfect capital markets,
and uses spot prices and interestrates to construct the complete intertemporal
index; the resulting index isformally identical toone based on futures prices with
"present value prices" playing theirrole. These intertemporal cost of living
indexes provide a theoreticallysatisfying solution of the problem ofconstructing
a complete cost of living index ina multiperiod framework.
The trouble with these intertemporalcost of living indexes is a practicalone.
Futures markets do not exist formost commodities, expectationsare not held
with certainty, and capitalmarkets arc not perfect. Thegap between theory and
practice appears greater for thecomplete intertemporal index than for theusual
one period index. The difficulties whichstand in the way of constructing the
complete intertemporal indexprovide one motivation for focusingon subindexes
which compare alternativeone period spot price vectors. Such subindexeswould be of interest even ifwe could construct the complete intertemporalindex, and since we cannot, theyare the best we can hope to do. In Pollak[1973b] I develop
a theory of subindexes. If preferencesare separable, I define the "partial"cost of living index in the "natural"way on the basis of the category utilityfunction. If
preferences are not separable, Idefine the "conditional" index.The conditional
index is based on the conditionalpreference ordering; theconsumption of other
goods is held fixed at predeterminedlevels. I show that, when thegroup of goods for which we are constructingthe subindex is separable fromthe rest, then the
conditional index is independentof the predetermined levelsof the remaining
goods and coincides with the partial index.Furthermore, this is the onlycase in which the conditional index isindependent of the other goods.
The theory of subindexes appliesdirectly to the consttuctionof one period indexes in a multiperiod world.If the period whose preferenceswe are using as the base for constructing thesubindex is separable from therest, then the partial
lam grateful to Stecn M. Goldman forhelpful comments on this andrelated issues. See Goldman [1974) for an analysis of when it ispossible to construct a conditionalcost of living index which depends only on past tevels of consumption.
192index is the "natural" one period index. If it is not, we must turn to the conditional
index. To specify the base preference ordering for the conditional index we must
specify the level of consumption of every good in every other period. This specifica-
tion must come from the particular problem which the index is intended to resolve,
not from abstract theoretical arguments.
If the intertemporal utility function is weakly separable by periods
U(X) = W[V'(X1).....vT(x)]
we can base a comparison of one period price vectors on any of the Toneperiod
preference orderings . V!VT}. Again, the problem at hand must dictate the
choice of a particular base preference ordering, and. once it has been selected, the
choice of a base indifference curve.
Habit formation presents a new set of conceptual difficulties. Because it was
introduced into demand analysis as a dynamic generalization of the one period
static models of traditional demand theorythe usual approach is to begin with
a short-run utility function and assume that some of its parametersdepend on
past consumptionhabit formation is difficult to integrate into a model of
intertemporal allocation. It is straightforward to construct a one period cost of
living index in this model by specifying consumption levels for all goods in the
previous period and basing the index on the short run preference ordering implied
by that consumption history. The problem at hand must determine the choice of an
appropriate consumption history on which to base the index, and it is incorrect
to view the process of selecting a particular consumption history as one which
imparts an element of arbitrariness to the index.
Since the habit model leads to long run or steady state demand behavior
which is independent of past consumption, it might be thought that we could
circumvent the problem of specifying a consumption history by following C. C.
von WeizsAcker's procedure and basing the cost of living index on theutility
function which rationalizes the long run demand functions. This is incorrect.
First, except in certain special cases, the long run demand functions cannot be
rationalized by a long run utility function. Second, even when such a utility
function exists, it has no welfare significance. There is no justification for using
the long run utility function as a base for a cost of living index.
To construct a complete intertemporal cost of living index in a habit forrna-
tion model it is first necessary to integrate habit formation into an intertemporal
allocation model. This requires us to distinguish between naive and rational habit
formation. An individual who fails to take account of the impact of his current
consumption on his future tastes exhibits naive habit formation; it does not seem
to be possible to integrate naive habit formation into a multiperiod model in a
way which yields a plausible intertemporal cost of living index.This is unfortunate
since most habit models considered in demand analysis are of this type.
An individual who recognizes the impact of his current consumption on his
future tastes exhibits "rational habit formation." Since every consumption
decision always allows for its impact on "future tastes," rational habit formation
can and must be treated in a multiperiod model, and the completeintertemporal
cost of living index is defined in a straightforward way. Since the intertemporal
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utility function implied by rational habit formation isnot separable, the appro-
priate one period subindex is the conditional rather than the partial iiidex.
The implicationsof thisanalysis for the treatment of interest rates are straight
forward. We first consider theirtreatment in the complete intertemporal index, and
then in one period suhindexes.
We defined two complete intertemporalcost of living indexes in Section I,
the "futures" index, J(a, P,s, R), which does not explicitly depend on interest
rates, and the "spot" index, t(Pa, r", P", rb,s, R), which does. As we saw in Section I,
an increase in any interest rate will cause the spot index to decline. Ifwe regard
futures prices as functions ofspot prices and interest rates, that is, as present
value prices, then the futures index will reflect changesin interest rates through
the irnphed changes in present value prices. If,on the other hand, we regard futures
prices themselves as fundamental, then thequestionofthe roleofinterest rates
seems ill-posed, since the question presupposes thatitis appropriate to treat
interest rates as independent variables.
It might be thought that interest rates would also affect thecomplete inter-
temporal index through their effectson the prices of the servicesofconsumer
durables. For definiteness, we discuss this problem intermsofthe spot index, but
essentially the same analysis applies to the futures index. Ifsomeofthe x's repre-
sent the servicesofconsumer durables, then the corresponding ps are the spot
pricesofthese services (that is, the one period rentals), there isno difficulty treating
a change in interest rates, whether or notitis accompanied by changes in these
rental prices (it need not be, if thereare offsetting changes elsewhere, say, in factor
prices). Changes in spot prices caused by changes in interestrates have the same
effect on the index as the same changes inspot prices caused by changes in raw
materials prices; the fact that the underlying changewas in interest rates does not
imply that special treatment is called for. Sincewe do not usually observe rental
prices for the services of consumer durableswe must compute implicit rentals
for them from observable prices and interestrates. In the absence of transactions
costs and various other "frictions," it is possibleto calculate an implicit price for
the services of a consumer durable in periodt using its purchase price in periodt,
its expected second hand price int+ 1, and the interest rate,r. Ifwe use this
procedure, then changes in interest rates willcause changes in the implicit prices
of the services of consumer durables. But it is usefulto keep separate the direct
effects of changes in interest rates and the indirect effectswhich operate through the
implicit prices of the servicesofconsumer durables, just as it is useful to keep
separate the direct effect of higher gasoline prices and theindirect effects which
operate through higher explicit prices of goods shipped bytruck.
Since the purpose of a one period subindex isto focus on a particular period
and to isolate it from intertemporal complications,one would not expect such a
subindex to involve the interest rate directly, butonly indirectly, through its
effect on the implicit prices of the services ofconsumer durables. An examination
of the definition of the conditional index bearsout this expectation, To construct
a conditional subindex for period r, we hold fixed the levels ofconsumption of
al! goods in all other periods and calculate theratio of the expenditureson the goods in periodtrequired to attain a particular indifferencecurve. These
expenditures depend on the vectors of spot pricesbeing compared, butare
194independent of interest rates and of prices in other periods.Hence, interest rates
play no direct role in one period suhindexes, butwhen prices of the services of
consumer durables are not observable, interest rates play an indirect role through
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COM MEN1
RY SrIvENMARC(ioI.nMAN
In his paper "The Intertemporal CostofLiving lndex,'Professor Robert A.
Pollak examines the increased expenditure necessary, in any single period, to
compensate an individual for price changes in that same period. He demonstrates
that the construction of such a cost of living index which is to be independent of
past and future consumption is meaningful only for the case where the intertem-
poral utility function
(1) U(X0 ....,X)
is weakly separable by periods. For this situation, there is a preference ordering
over the commodity subspace for each period which is independentofearlier or
later consumption bundles. The needed change in expenditure is simply that needed
to return the consumer to his old sub-indifference surface for that period. In the
absence of such separability, preferences over each subspace depend on consurnp-
tion in all periods and only aconditionalcost of living index can be constructed.
Professor Pollak then explores a model of habit formation and argues that
such conditions for separability will not, in general, be satisfied and that only a
conditional cost of living index, in which past and future levels of consumption are
specified. is possible. We shall examine here the conditions under which a model of
habit formation permits the constructionofa cost of living index requiring the
knowledge of only past activities.
A more general statement of Pollak's habit model is that the intertemporal
utility function (1) be written in the following form;
(2) O{X0,V'X0, X1).....VT(X0, ... , XT_ )' VT(XOXT)]
Each of the functions V(.) may be interpreted as the short run utility from the
consumption of X,, which depends upon past consumption levels. The individual's
overall satisfaction is then a function of these short run utilities. Thus, the notion
of habit formation appears in the conditioning of present preferences upon past
behavior. But while, for each t, the short run utility function provides an ordering
for the t-th period consumption possibilities, this ordering will, in general, differ
from that implied by the full intertemporal ordering (as described by U(. )) since K,
also enters into the short run utility functions of all later periods. A quick check
indicates that the marginal rate of substitution between different commodities
in any single period will be sensitive to changes in the quantity of any commodity
consumed in other periodsboth past and future. Therefore, the intertemporal
utility function may not be separable by periods and only a conditional cost of
living index is available involving knowledge of future consumpticn.
Rather than working with the general form (2), Professor Pollak assumes that
the short run utility at time t depends only upon the consumption bundle from
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athe immediately preceeding period,or
1V[ V(X1 Xo), I'(X2,).. J'(X1. XT)]
but the difficulty indicated above remains.
We shall now seek to determine under what conditionsa costof livingindex
may be consiructed which depends only on the knowledge of past levels ofconsump-
tion. This requires, simply, that for eacht,it be possible to construct from the
intertemnporal utility functiona preference ordering for that period which is
independentoffuture consumption. A necessary and sufficient condition for this
Construction is that the marginal rate of substitution betweenany two commodities
at time t be unchanged by variations in consumption beyond that date. These,
however, are exactly the conditions of direct weakrecursivity' and, if fulfiHed,
require that the intertemporal utility function (1)may be rewritten:
fJ(/TfiI,...,[ I/O)
where
= f'(X,,f Ift2[Ijo) andf°= f°(X0)
The functions r are interpretableas short run utility functions and, again,
intertemporal satisfactionmay be viewed as the result of these short run utilities.
Following Professor Pollak'smethodology, it is then possible to constructa Cost
of living index for each period,i, once having specified the short run utility levels
for that and all prior periods but withoutany reference to future consumption.
This 'gain" is made at thecost of some generality in the notion of habit
formation. The orderingofconsumption alternatives at time tcan no longer depend
on the bundles of goods consumed previously butonly upon the short run utilities
derivable from those bundles.
Universif)' of Ca1fornia, Berkeley
'See, for example, Blackorhy, Primontand Russell, this issue.
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